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2016
ANNOUNCEMENTS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We are delighted to announce that
Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal
has kindly agreed to become the
Guardian of Chaffinch.
This is a wonderful boost to the charity as
HRH The Princess Royal brings great
experience of charitable work to the team
as well as many contacts, which is the
essence of Chaffinch.
We are deeply indebted and honoured that she has accepted this important
role.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We are equally delighted to announce that Ben Goss, the founder of
Chaffinch, has received an OBE in the recent New Years Honours, for his
charitable work.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
OTHER NEWS
Our official launch will take place at Buckingham Palace on
Thursday, 10th November 2016.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“Alone we can do so little; together we
can do so much” ― Helen Keller

The raison d’etre of Chaffinch is that of collaboration. It brings together those
who are in need of help with other charities or individuals who can give them
practical help, financial help, and or expertise in many disciplines.
This was very recently illustrated in March 2016 when it took us only 48 hours
to change the lives of a family. Twins born in a remote community in Nepal
desperately needed medical attention for life threatening cleft palates. A link
with TeleMedicine (see more info on Telemedicine below) was made
immediately. A leading expert in cleft palate surgery from the United Kingdom
offered to travel to India in order to operate on the twins and a suitable
hospital agreed to provide facilities. Funds were found to pay both his
expenses and those of the parents and twins to go to India from Nepal.
The partners in this project were Rotary in Nepal, the Rotary Club of Elgin,
Rotary International, Telemedicine, the consultant, the hospital in India, hotels
and airlines.
“Together we can do so much!”

A few with whom we have strong links

Swinfen
Telemedicine

International Citizen Service

Opportunity
International

FEEDBACK
MADAGASCAR

“Collaboration is the essence of life. The wind, bees and
flowers work together, to spread the pollen. ― Amit Ray

One of CHAFFINCH’s first projects was
at JACARANDA SPECIAL SCHOOL,
which is located in Nairobi in Kenya. It
caters for pupils who all face challenges
in some way – autism, downs syndrome,
cerebral palsy and so on.
However, outdoor games were difficult,
if not impossible, because the playing
field was on a slope.
One of the Chaffinch team, Suzy
Belcher, co-ordinated local business
men and schoolchildren to level the
football pitch. Everything was
donated locally, materials,
machinery, equipment and food to
keep the workforce of volunteers
going. A wonderful example of
collaboration.
And there the story should end D but it continues. A local construction
company heard this story and wanted to help. They offered to build a
dormitory. This will make a big difference to these vulnerable children,
allowing them to stay throughout the week and not have to walk through some
difficult districts in Nairobi on the way to and from school each day.
“Collaboration is the essence of life! “

SWINFEN CHARITABLE TRUST (for TELEMEDICINE) is a simple idea for
a modern world, assisting poor, sick and disabled people in the developing
world or in war torn areas. Doctors can connect to free specialist medical
advice via internet links.
CHAFFICH has spread the word and “connected” Nepal, Malawi’s Nkhomo
Hospital and Ekwendeni hospital; Ghana’s St Nicholas Preparatory School
and Village by Village charity; and Yemen. Two British doctors were briefed to spread the
word in Jordan Kenya and other developing countries. St Andrews University, Exeter
University and the Highlands & Islands University as well as Regents College in London have
all been made aware so that students can take the message everywhere.
We have also linked Telemedicine with 500 Miles and the Elizabeth Legacy of Hope charities,
who provide prosthetic limbs to Third World countries.

“Collaboration isn’t about giving up our individuality; it’s about realizing our
greater potential.” ― Joseph Rain

The CHAFFINCH TRUST organised the Teddy Bears’ Picnic where over 30
charities and organisations gathered at Alves Primary School in Moray to
display their wares and to talk to each other. Pupils were able to speak directly
to participants and gain a better understanding of their “raison d’etre”. Pupils
from other schools also attended.

“No act of cooperation is ever wasted” – Ben Goss.

“Other people’s ideas and goals become my
inspiration, and that is exactly what has happened
on this journey for me.”
Suzy Belcher

AFRICA 2015
Ben Goss led a fact finding trip to various parts of Africa in the company of Brian Kelly
(Canada), Andrew Cowderoy (UK), Suzi Belcher (Kenya) and Jane Reynolds (UK). Pete
Renshaw, Mark Richards, Erin-Jayne Morgan-Jones and others joined for the South African
sojurn.

GHANA
The team flew into Accra, Ghana and were met by Neil Kerfoot of “Village by Village” (VbV).
VbV is currently based at a village 2 hours north of Accra and for the next 3 days Neil showed

Clean hands saves lives
us the work he and Brendan have been doing. This is focused on digging wells to provide fresh
water, building latrines to help stop the spread of disease and building schools to educate the
local children. Neil and Brendan lead on the projects but aim to involve and enthuse the local
people to work with them.
LEFT
A daily chore for this young girl in Ghana is to fetch
water from a none too hygienic pool and then have to
carry it some distance to her home.

RIGHT
Ben uses a VbV recently installed
pump in the village. So much more
hygienic. So much easier.
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VbV encourage British school leavers to come to Ghana to help and Chaffinch was pleased
that following our trip, Brian’s son Patrick and a friend did a 3 month stint. The work of VbyV is
outstanding and has benefitted several villages in the area.

Next stop, St. Nicholas Preparatory school in Tema, on the coast in Ghana run by Deborah
Eleazar – a totally inspirational person. The school is beautifully kept and the children were
immaculate in spotless white uniforms. Yet these children all live in the huge surrounding
slums. It has white painted walls and stunning Greek Orthodox mosque standing adjacent to
the squalor of the slum. It was truly amazing. The children were a delight and had been well
groomed to sing, dance and march for us to the sound of African drums. Chaffinch is hoping
to be able to help the school by creating a football pitch by the sea and further building works.

MALAWI
The team moved on to Malawi, and to the Mission Hospital in Nkhomo. Dr. Andrew Morton
from the US is in charge here and people come in from the surrounding villages for treatment.
Nkhomo Mission Hospital now has a link with Telemedicine following our visit.
Winnex, the Headmaster of Molozi school and other village elders took 4 hours in cars to cover
the 35kms. to the hospital, such are the state of the roads in rural Malawi in the rainy season.
Winnex brought his whole family with him, as one of his sons was suffering from malaria and
needed treatment.
We learnt much about conditions in
the area from the young doctors of
many nationalities that also stayed in
the guesthouse. In Malawi, as in
much of Africa, it is the women who
bring up the children and grow the
crops. The men, with some
exceptions, are generally lazy,
spending most of their time drinking
and fathering numerous children by
different mothers. It is difficult to know
how to break this cycle of apathy.
On entering Nkhomo, we had noticed
signs saying PB and Jesus! It
transpired that this referred to a small
‘factory’ making an enriched Peanut
Butter which was sent to hospitals all over Malawi, specifically to be given to infants on the point
of starvation. It’s miraculous life-saving powers were locally attributed to Jesus, hence the
signs!
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SOUTH AFRICA
In South Africa we were taken under the wing of Iqbal Hirji, a local businessman/
entrepreneur who is pioneering the recycling of waste plastic in SA and turning it into building
planks to make low cost houses (£350 each). He not only employs people from the slums
around Jo’burg to collect the plastic (they are known as ‘wastepreneurs’) but he plans to build
enough recycled houses to re-home the people of the slums in decent dwellings with running
water and electricity. We visited Kyasands, where many of Iqbal’s wastepreneurs lived – very
primitive, corrugated iron shacks with no ground between them and one communal water
pump at the end of the ‘street’. Many of them at least did have Elsan toilets.

From this

- to this

“The passion, energy, commitment and vision of Iqbal Hirji is outstandingly
remarkable.”
Ben Goss

Jane Reynolds (a garden designer by
trade) learns the techniques used for
growing saplings.

We then travelled over the foothills of the
Drakensburg mountains to just north of
Durban where we met Dr Andrew Ventnor of
the Wildlands Conservation Trust. Amongst
other things they are encouraging the
women of the slums in that area to forage for
tree seeds and grow them on into saplings
(these women are known as ‘treepreneurs’)
as they are then sell or barter the young
saplings back to the Wildlands Trust, who
are then planting up large areas of the
country with trees to restore the natural
‘bush’ habitat of South Africa. This in turn
will attract wildlife back and consequently
encourage tourism, to bring income to the
country.

“In 12 days we saw great extremes of wealth and much need in Africa. It has
given us all the inspiration to spread the word of Chaffinch, to help those in
need. In some places we have already started to make a difference.”
Jane Reynolds

THINGS HAPPENING
•

In Madagascar we are supporting Feedback Madagascar, which
provides support for local people and encourages environmental
tourism to boost local incomes.

•

In Scotland we are investigating a North of Scotland Nepalese project,
emulating the existing Scottish Malawi Project. Gairloch High School
has for many years been helping a Malawian school in the village of
Molozi and has sent pupils out to help build new classrooms.
Malawian school children with their Headmaster, Winnex, whom the
Africa team met last year, have also been on a return visit to Gairloch
High School.

•

Women’s Guilds in the north of Scotland have been knitting children’s
jumpers, socks and blankets for Malawian children.

•

Chaffinch is also helping Outfit Murray to raise £3 million, to help them
make a difference to families through outdoor learning.

“As a collaborative leader, you support people in their work—
you remove roadblocks and help them win.”
― Kenneth H. Blanchard,
Collaboration Begins with You: Be a Silo Buster

SNIPPETS
 A short documentary film has been made on the issue of Female Genital Mutilation
(FGM) in Britain, with links to Sightsavers, Telemedicine and Moray Women’s Aid.
 Another film is also being produced which will be used at the launch of Chaffinch. It
will be based on the fact finding trip undertaken by Chaffinch members to Africa last
year and also the Alves Project in Scotland which brought together many different
charities last year.
 In Moray, a team is working on a similar event to the Alves primary school Teddy
Bears’ Picnic, raising awareness of the work of charities serving the community
 One of the management team has been investigating the possibility of ‘The pride of
Chaffinch Awards’ which would be awarded on an annual basis every spring.

A few more with whom we have high speed links

SIGHT SAVERS

Friends of
sick children
In Malawi

Maria
Thakos
St Nicholas
School

MORTLACH 75 MALT WHISKY

Mortlach 75 Malt Whisky
Two CHAFFINCH members were invited by family firm, Gordon and Macphail, to be guests at
the launch of their Mortlach 75 year old whisky (RRP £20,000) in August 2015. This very
grand and exclusive occasion was held in the Royal Opera house in London before a
distinguished assembly.
Four generations of the Gordon & Macphail family have nurtured and cared for this uniquely
rare single malt whisky. Only 100 bottles were marketed.
After the event, Gordon & Macphail, donated a bottle of Mortlach 75 to CHAFFINCH. We are
grateful for this big hearted gesture. It will make a difference.
Since then another Scottish distillery, Glenfarclas, has donated a bottle of their own special
whisky.
CHAFFINCH is looking at various options of converting these gifts into cash.
welcome!

Any ideas are

I like the idea of collaboration - it pushes you. It's a richer
experience.
Frank Gehry

Dear Reader,
Thank you for taking time to look over our first newsletter. We would have liked to give
details of every project, and I apologise for those not included. However, during our short
existence we have been able to make a difference and improve lives. It is an exhaustive
and challenging experience D but it is awe inspiring and fulfilling.

Ben Goss OBE
THE CHAFFINCH TRUST
www.chaffinchtrust.com

